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Abstract
Phase and impulse operation modes of silicon controlled rectifiers in the rotor commutator are
type force diagram taken from the generalized diagram
considered using the example of
of parametric control by the asynchronous electromotor. Boundaries of valves operation modes are
determined by graphical analytic method via change of a rotor phase current.
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Asynchronous electromotors with parametric
phase control (Aem), in the stator circuits of which
the voltage thyristor converters (Vtc) or frequency
transformers are used, and the resistor and scr unit
(rscru) are the most widespread in practice in rotor
commutators (rc), their operation will be applied in
the future for electric drives of low and medium power [1 - 5]. using rscru, the general diagram of pa-
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rametric control by the asynchronous motor was
obtained [6].
commutation of grounding resistors in rscru
is carried out by controlled silicon controlled rectifiers using phase or impulse methods. Phase control,
which means change of an angle of silicon controlled
rectifiers opening in relation to sine curve of power
voltage for Vtc or emf of a rotor for rc, represents
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a kind of parametric control. it allows regulating of
value of the alternating voltage applied to Aem or
rotor current. changes of such parameters determine
a type of mechanical and speed characteristics of the
electric drive. the principle of the discrete change
of the rscru parameters is the cornerstone of an
impulse method of the asynchronous electric drive
control. such method of control leads to the change
of values of current, flow and electromagnetic moment of the electromotor from the value exceeding the
static moment to smaller value of the static moment.
mean value of electromagnetic moment in the static
mode is equal to the static moment [1, 2]. existence
of controlled elements in rc and nc (network commutator), absence of smoothing element with inductance, and the considerable duration of commutation
in case of valves phase control in comparison with
a duration of intercommutation intervals, in case of
parametric control, lead to variety of operation modes
of silicon controlled rectifiers in commutators.
let us consider the possible operation modes of
scr on the example of
force diagram; the
commutator with rscru contains them in a circuit
of the asynchronous machine rotor [6]. let us assume
that in this diagram, the phase control of valves is
carried out, and the angle of opening changes in the
range of 0≤α_r≤π; thus, we will consider that:
1) the control system provides reliable synchronization of opening moments of silicon controlled
rectifiers;
2) reading of angles of silicon controlled rectifiers opening is carried from phase voltage of rotor
circuits;
3) control impulses are fed in scr with the identical angles of opening in each phase; they are shifted
to each other by 120 electrical degrees;
4) loads on the motor phases are symmetrical;

5) the value of the equivalent resistors of rscru
resistance in the rotor circuit for each phase of the
electromotor was selected considering condition of
providing of the minimum static moment with value
equal to 0.1;
6) the current transient component in a rotor phase
from switching on of thyristors is absent.
Although the last assumption reduces an accuracy
of the obtained analytical results, but makes it possible to evaluate the silicon controlled rectifiers operation in the RC at first approximation. The fact that
inductivity of rotor circuit is not considered enters
the greatest distortions in case of determination of
a harmonica of current of the electromotor. Besides,
we accept that valves of Vtc are completely open in
case when
= 0° and do not distort electromotive
force (emf) of rotation of electromotor ;rotor. so, it
is possible to mark the following operation modes of
valves in rc:
0-1 if
- one scr is opened or all
the scr are closed;
1-2 if
- one or two scr are
opened;
2-2 if
- two scr are opened;
2-3 if
- two or three scr are
opened.
Curve of a phase current (phase α) for the mode
0-1 on the interval from zero to
Т / 2 (T – EMF period of rotor circuit) contains
the first section in the range
(figure 1a). the ranges for the following sections:
2nd section3rd section –
4th section 5th section ;
6th section .

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. the oscillogram of a phase current of rotor of Aem in case of parametric control (a - the mode 0-1, b - the
mode 1-2)

in the given expressions
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is accepted. the

silicon controlled rectifiers operation in the mode 0-1
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for the diagram
is characterized by the
fact that scr of rc work either one at a time or all
of them are closed. the opening angle of scr for
this mode is in the range from 2/3 π to π. Therefore,
the silicon controlled rectifiers of RC are closed in
the first section of current curve of a rotor from 0
to
; it means that current does not flow
through them. The value of this current is insignificant and is determined only by values of grounding
resistor of rscru and electromotor rotor winding.
As is seen from the diagram (figure 1a), the silicon
controlled rectifier VT5 is opened in the 2nd section
of a phase current of rotor, and the main part of this
current flows through the opened silicon controlled
rectifier VT5. In this section, the maximum value of
phase current of rotor is reached in case of
,
and minimum one is reached in case of
. All
the silicon controlled rectifiers of RC are closed in the
3rd and 5th sections. In this case the rotor current flows
only through the grounding resistor of rscru and
electromotor winding. unlike the 3rd and 5th, in the
4th and 6th sections, the 6th scr Vt6 and the 1st one
Vt1 and rc thyristors are switched on respectively;
through these silicon controlled rectifiers, the AEM
rotor current flows with a bigger amplitude.
three modes 0-1, 1-2 and 2-3 have in sixes sections of scr operation, and the mode of 2-2 has only
four such sections. Boundaries of operation modes
of silicon controlled rectifiers in RC for
diagram are determined by graphical analytic way
of a rotor phase current. the diagrams of rc silicon
controlled rectifiers operation for other operation
modes are of the form shown in figure 2.1, where the
following designations are accepted:
Х - rotor phase currents
, flowing through
the grounding resistors and thyristors of rscru in
phase α of the rotor;
+, ∙, -, '- linear currents
,
flowing through the grounding resistors and thyristors

of rscru;
0 - rotor phase current .
in the axis of abscissa and ordinates in the presented oscillogram, the values of phase currents of rotor
and running time are pointed. And currents values
are noted in the relative units. the nominal current
of Aem is selected as basic current. design values of
rotor current are marked on oscillograms by a solid
line, and the experimental ones by dashed line. the
results of experimental studies are presented for the
electromotor mtKf 411-8, which nominal power is
= 18 kW and speed is
= 700 rpm. Besides, rc
are crosshatched in the diagrams of operation zone of
thyristors.
As is seen from the oscillogram shown in figure
1a, three thyristors come into operation sequentially
in case of opening angles
in each
half-wave of phase emf of rotor. in the positive halfwave of this emf, the thyristors Vt5, Vt6 and Vt1,
and in the negative one, the thyristors Vt2-Vt4 are
opened. if the opening angle of rc silicon controlled
rectifiers is in the range from π/2 to 2/3π, in the positive half-wave of phase voltage of rotor, the thyristors
operate either one at a time Vt5, Vt6 and Vt1, or
by two, namely Vt4 and Vt5, Vt5 and Vt6, Vt6
and Vt1, Vt1 and Vt2 (figure 1b). the third mode
is characterized by operation of valves by two. thus,
such thyristors are turned on: Vt4 and Vt5, Vt5 and
Vt6, Vt6 and Vt1, Vt1 and Vt2 (figure 2a). if the
angle
is in the range from 0 to π/(3) two participate in operation or three thyristors. Apparently from
the oscillogram (figure 2b), in this mode, the following thyristors work: Vt5i Vt6; Vt1, Vt6 and Vt5;
Vt1 and Vt6; Vt6, Vt1 and Vt2; Vt1 and Vt2;
Vt2, Vt1 etc.
in force diagrams
and of
other types, operation modes of the auxiliary silicon
controlled rectifiers
can be various in case of an
impulse method of control of commutators valves.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. the oscillogram of a phase current of rotor of Aem in case of parametric control (a - the mode 2-2, b - the
mode 2-3)
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Valves can be switched on either randomly at any
moment, or only at those timepoints when there are
dips in case of phase control in current curve of rotor
of the asynchronous machine (figure 3).

Figure 3. the oscillogram of a phase current of rotor of
Aem in case of impulse control

By means of change of the relative turn-on time
Υ of
grounding resistors from zero to one in case
of impulse control of commutator scr, mean value
of rotor current of its maximum value to minimum
is regulated. As a consequence of this, mean value
of electromagnetic moment and rotational speed of
Aem are changed. frequency of thyristors commutation is specified depending on admissible rotation frequency pulsation. rational commutation frequency
value is usually in the range from 50 to 500 hz [1]. in
case of on-off time Ɣ = 1, silicon controlled rectifiers
of schemes
are completely
opened.
if the thyristors
are closed, the phase current
flows along the rotor chain of AEM; this current is
determined by equivalent resistance value of rscru
and operation mode of silicon controlled rectifiers of
rc in case of phase control.
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